Incorporation of patient immobilization, tissue compensation and matchline junction technique for three-field breast treatment.
A protocol for the treatment of the intact breast was developed to maximize dose homogeneity and reproducibility. This protocol uses patient and breast immobilization, three-dimensional tissue compensators, and a technique for geometric matching of fields when the supraclavicular area is treated. A series of phantom measurements and analysis of patient port films was performed to evaluate dose homogeneity and reproducibility using this technique, and the potential adverse effect of loss of skin sparing from the immobilization device was investigated. Dose homogeneity throughout the phantom breast was within +/- 6% of the prescribed central axis dose, and homogeneity at the supraclavicular match line was +/- 10%. This represented a significant improvement over techniques not using tissue compensation or geometrically matched fields. Reproducibility of patient treatments was not significantly improved from previous non-immobilized treatment techniques, but there was no loss of skin sparing from the device, and other advantages of immobilization were observed. Details of the protocol are discussed together with changes that are currently being made to improve the results obtained thus far.